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Directstructuralinformation obtained for many proteins supports
the following conclusions. The amino acid sequences of proteins
can stabilize not only the final native state but also a small set of
discrete partially folded native-like intermediates. Intermediates
are formed in steps that use as units the cooperative secondary
structural elements of the native protein. Earlier intermediates
guide the addition of subsequent units in a process of sequential
stabilization mediated by native-like tertiary interactions. The
resulting stepwise self-assembly process automatically constructs
a folding pathway, whether linear or branched. These conclusions
are drawn mainly from hydrogen exchange-based methods, which
can depict the structure of infinitesimally populated folding intermediates at equilibriumand kinetic intermediates with subsecond
lifetimes. Other kinetic studies show that the polypeptide chain
enters the folding pathway after an initial free-energy-uphill
conformational search. The search culminates by finding a nativelike topology that can support forward (native-like) folding in a
free-energy-downhill manner. This condition automatically defines an initial transition state, the search for which sets the
maximum possible (two-state) folding rate. It also extends the
sequential stabilization strategy, which depends on a native-like
context, to the first step in the folding process. Thus the native
structure naturally generates its own folding pathway. The same
amino acid code that translates into the final equilibrium native
structure-by virtue of propensities, patterning, secondary structural cueing, and tertiary context-also produces its kinetic
accessibility.
he effort to understand how proteins fold has consumed the
labors of generations of scientists (1-14). Unlike other
fundamental problems, the folding problem cannot be solved by
finding the molecules that mediate the process or by determining
a molecular structure or function. Its solution will require the
definition of entire sequences of structural transformations that
are complete in less than 1 s and involve multiple molecular
forms, none of which can be isolated for study. Given these
difficulties, the present situation is that entirely opposed paradigms for the folding process are still being considered.
The classical view of protein folding is that the search for the
native state through the vastness of conformational space flows
through predetermined pathways defined by discrete intermediates and barriers (2-4, 15, 16). This view, formalized in the free
energy diagrams in Fig. 1A, has guided the interpretation of
decades of experimental observations. An important challenge
arises. How is it possible for the one-dimensional sequence to
code not only for the final native structure but, in addition, for
a set of three-dimensional nonnative intermediate structures and
their connection into a temporal folding sequence?
The "new view" of protein folding (13, 17-20), often represented as in Fig. 1B, judges that no coding is necessary because
predefined pathways with compulsory intermediates simply do
not exist. The downhill bias of the energy landscape is sufficient
to drive random folding in a reasonable time period. Folding
proceeds one amino acid at a time in no particular order through
an unlimited continuum of undefined intermediates and paths.
When discrete intermediate structures do become significantly
populated, as is often observed with real proteins, this is taken
to mean that the folding chain has accidentally wandered into

so ne deep off-pathway well in the landscape, which slows rather
th;in promotes the folding process. These conclusions derive
m;linly from computer simulations of simplified models, like the
lal tice model in Fig. 1B, which generally omit the primary,
se :ondary, and tertiary structural characteristics that make
pr )teins unique.
To distinguish between these opposed views and to illuminate
th - important mechanistic details of folding processes in real
pr oteins, one wants to detect and characterize the intermediate
fo rms that in fact carry unfolded proteins (U) to their native
st<.te (N). This is problematic. Folding intermediates are short
liv ed, often heterogeneous, and cannot be studied by the usual
cr ystallographic or NMR methods. One has had to depend on
fart spectroscopic probes (21-25) or mutational analyses (26,
27 ). These diverse methods can provide rate information, signal
th accumulation of intermediates, and give local information on
th role of particular amino acids or averaged parameters of the
m;tin chain. However, they do not provide definitive structural
in]ormation and have not been able to distinguish even the
di imetrically opposed paradigms just noted.
Structuraldetail for folding intermediates has come especially
fr(>mhydrogen exchange (HX) measurements. HX information
de fines structure by identifying amino acids that have slowly
ex :hanging, presumably hydrogen-bonded, main-chain amides.
H' ( methods now in common use (28-32) can identify intermedi;ites in both kinetic and equilibrium modes, track their formatic n on a subsecond time scale (33), and quantify their thermody namic stability (34, 35). The purpose of this paper is to
or ganize that information and consider its significance for the
pr )tein folding problem.
FoIding Intermediates Studied by HX
It firstbecame possible to define transiently formed submoleculai structure by the use of hydrogen-deuterium (H-D) exchange
lal )eling together with stopped-flow methods and highre;;olution proton NMR analysis (36, 37), a method known as HX
pu Ise labeling. The protein, unfolded in guanidinium chloride
(C dmCl) and deuterated by exchange in D20 solvent, is diluted
inl o H20 to initiate refolding. After various experimental foldin. times, a brief pulse to higher pH is used to promote fast D
to H exchange and label with H the main-chain amides that are
no t yet protected by hydrogen bond formation. The protein folds
to its native state, trapping the H-D labeling profile imposed
dUring the labeling pulse, which can then be read out by
tw o-dimensional NMR. To quantify the degree of protection
ag ainst H exchange, the pH in the labeling period can be varied
(3 7-39).
Fhe initial pulse-labeling data for cytochrome c (Cyt c) (Fig.
2 4 and B) showed that some amide NHs are selectively
pr )tected in milliseconds, suggesting the early concerted formatic n of the N- and C-terminal helices, whereas other regions
fo;^m much later (36). Similar behavior for RNase A was
de scribedin a
companion paper (37). A surprising result was that
AbiDreviations:HX, hydrogen exchange; GdmCI,guanidinium chloride; PUFs,partially

unf3ldedforms;Cyt,cytochrome.
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Fig. 1. Alternative folding paradigms. (A) Classicalpathways. Following
two-state
for
Sosnicket al. (62), the profilesshown suggest a basis
apparent
folding (Upper)due to an initial rate-limitingbarrier,even though intermediates are present;three-state folding (Lower)due to the insertionof an error
repairbarrier(101, 107);and heterogeneous folding (Upperand Lower)due
to the chance nature of misfoldingerrors.The molecularcartoons are meant
to suggest a lengthy energetically uphill conformational search for a set of
interactionsthat can pin the chain into some native-liketransition-state (TS)
topology, the subsequent downhill folding that marks the success of the
search, and the chance incorrectplacement of some group(s) (red) that can
blockfolding and impose a time-consumingerrorrepairprocess.Thispicture
is formalized in Eq.2. (B)A folding funnel (adapted from ref. 13) and a typical
on-lattice folding model (adapted from ref. 108).

3. Native-stateHXresultsfor Cytc [pDr7, 30?C(48)].(A)Residuesin the
N-terminalhelix. (B) Residues in the 60s helix. Localfluctuational HXpathwa ys,dominantat low denaturant(m = 0), are supersededby largerunfolding
reactionswhen denaturant is increased.(C)A summarycrossovercurveshowing how the four different unfolded states change in free energy, relativeto
N a ndto each other, with GdmCIconcentration.The dashed line suggests the
for nation of a partiallyunfolded molten globule because of some selective
destabilizationof an unfolding unit. (D)Cytc structurecolorcoded in orderof
de!cending stabilizationfree energy (blue to green to yellow to red)to show
thE cooperative units indicated by native-state HX.Also shown are the perip leral histidinesthat can misligateto the heme ironat the Met-80-Ssite and
tra p the green loop out of place, imposing an error correction barrierthat
cat ses slow multistate folding with accumulationof the N/C helix intermedia te.

folding is heterogeneous (Fig. 2); different fractions of the
protein population fold at different rates (33, 36, 40). Kinetic HX
labeling has now been applied to many proteins. In all cases of
multistate folding, one finds intermediates that appear to represent partial replicas of the native protein at a greater or lesser
degree of advancement. Also, some degree of heterogeneity is
often seen.
Structural information comes also from studies of partially
destabilized molten globule forms that have been thought to
represent equilibrium analogs of kinetic intermediates (41-43).
Here again the usual crystallographic and NMR methods for
defining structure are not applicable because molten globules
are too dynamically disordered, except in the most wellstructured near-native cases (44, 45). Fortunately, structure that
is present can easily be defined by HX labeling. Equilibrium

lten globules can be exposed to exchange by incubation in
O for increasing periods of time and then returned to native
iditions. The degree of H-to-D labeling at various amides
thi
ough the molten globule can then be read out by twodi nensional NMR of the native
protein (46, 47). Results for the
;hlyordered molten globule of Cyt c are shown in Fig. 2C. The
st uctures found here and in other molten
globules represent a
rtial replica of the native protein at greater or lesser degrees
pa
advancement.
Most recently, a native-state HX method has made it possible
explore the high-free-energy folding landscape between the
:ive and unfolded end states (48, 49). Under native conditions,
)teins exist predominantly in their native form, but they must
tP
th :rmally unfold and refold all the time, cycling through the
hil ;h-energy space pictured in Fig. 1 A and B and populating the
pa rtiallyfolded intermediate states therein, each according to its
S
V
;0C14
Bc ltzmann factor. This cycling is invisible to most methods,
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Fig. 3 shows some of the initial native state HX results for Cyt
C. H-D exchange rates were measured by two-dimensional NMR
Fig. 2. HXlabeling data. (A and B) The fraction of H labeling obtained at
as a function of low levels of GdmCl and processed to obtain the
particularresidue amides in Cyt c by a brief high-pH labeling pulse after
fre e energy for the H-bond opening reactions that allow each
increasingtimes of folding (36). The data indicate the early formation of an
intermediate with the N- and C-terminalhelices formed, the delayed formaN] I to exchange. At low GdmCl, many adjacent main-chain NHs
tion of the rest of the protein, and heterogeneous folding in which different
ex ;hange at very different rates that are independent of denat
fractions of the protein population fold at different rates. (C)Native-likeHX
ant, indicating exchange by way of local H-bond-breaking
protection pattern for the Cytc molten globule destabilized at acid pH (122).
These HX pathways are interesting and not fully
ctuations.
fh
relates
to
3D.
Color
Protection factors are corrected (123, 124).
Fig.
coding
un derstood (50), but they mask the larger unfolding reactions of
Residues14, 15, and 18 (gray)are protected within the small covalent heme
inl erest here. At higher GdmCl, but still far below the melting
loop, even in the unfolded state (see Fig. 3A).
:
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transition, sets of NHs merge into four common HX isotherms.
This merging occurs because large unfolding reactions are
selectively promoted by increasing denaturant and, when sufficiently enhanced, come to dominate the exchange of the particular hydrogens that they expose. The identity of each large
unfolding unit is then revealed by the set of amino acid residues
that it exposes. The free energy gap between each unfolded state
and N can be computed from the HX rates. The surface exposure of each unfolding can be estimated from its denaturant
sensitivity.
The results in Fig. 3A identify the N-terminal helix of Cyt c as
part of a cooperative unfolding unit, as suggested before by HX
pulse labeling (Fig. 2). These data reflect a reversible unfolding
reaction between the globally unfolded state (blue open) and a
partially folded structure with the N and C helices formed. Fig.
3B shows the same result for all of the amide hydrogens in the
60s helix, which unfold as another unit apparently together with
an f-loop segment. These data reflect a reversible subglobal
unfolding (green open) to a state with lower free energy and
surface exposure than the global unfolding, with the N and C
helices still protected. Similar data (48-50), albeit with fewer
probe hydrogens, depict two lower-lying partially unfolded states
(yellow open with green and blue still protected; red open with
yellow, green, and blue still protected). Fig. 3C summarizes these
and related results, which suggest that Cyt c is composed of four
separable cooperative unfolding units, color coded in Fig. 3D.
Native-state HX has been successfully applied to a number of
other proteins (51-56) and has been generalized to the use of
other destabilizing perturbants, including temperature (57) and
pressure (58). Application of the experiment can often be limited
by unfavorable protein characteristics (49, 59), but in favorable
cases similar results have been obtained.
In summary, specially designed HX methods have made it
possible to detect and characterize many partially folded proteins. In some cases, it has been possible to prepare, by synthesis
or dissection, parts of proteins that maintain native-like structure
(listed in ref. 60). These results imply that the high-free-energy
landscape between N and U is characterized by a small number
of discrete, partially folded, native-like intermediates rather than
by an undifferentiated continuum. All other forms necessarily
exist but only at higher free energy than the local minima that
determine the discrete intermediates. Therefore they make no
contribution to measured HX rates. The profile of the folding
landscape appears to be more like that diagrammed in Fig. 1A.
Evidently, amino acid sequences are able to code not only for the
globally cooperative native state but also for a small number of
partially unfolded intermediates in which the structured regions
represent partial replicas of the native structure.

The BuildingBlocks:Elementsof Cooperative
SecondaryStructure
In most cases, the intermediate partially unfolded forms (PUFs)
that have now been detected or synthesized de novo are far
advanced toward the final native structure. These results demonstrate the reality of discrete and stable intermediates but they
do not help to answer the question of how, in kinetic folding, the
initially unfolded polypeptide efficiently reaches such advanced
structures.
In some known intermediates only minimal structure is found,
presumably representing more primal units. In Cyt c the N/C
helical pair forms a concerted folding unit, documented by HX
pulse labeling (36, 61, 62), native-state HX (48, 57), and related
mutational work (63, 64). So too does the red Qfloop alone and
the entire 60s helix apparently together with another loop (48,
57). In apomyoglobin the entire A, G, and H helices form a stable
folding unit, seen by kinetic HX pulse labeling (65), equilibrium
molten globule HX labeling (66), and direct NMR study (67).
Similar results document the separable cooperative unfolding of
Rumbley et al.

he] ical segments or sets thereof in RNase H (51, 68, 69) and apo
Cy [b 562 (52,58). Analogous studies show the sequential peeling
off or addition of secondary units with changing urea concentra tion in a-lactalbumin (70) and the intestinal fatty acid-binding
pr()tein (71). An atomic force study showed the cooperative
un Folding of sequential pairs of helices in membrane-bound
bat:teriorhodopsin (72).
k major insight can be drawn from these various studies.
Pr()tein molecules are not monolithically cooperative all-or-none
str ictures but can be viewed as accretions of cooperative submc lecular units. When proteins are caused to unfold in the usual
me Iting experiment, they most often appear to do so in a
twI)-state manner, apparently because the U state in the melting
region is at lower free energy than the partially unfolded forms,
as shown in Fig. 3C. Unfolding and refolding of the separate
un ts does occur, however, and can be distinguished by the
nal ive-state HX experiment under conditions of stability (Fig.
3C ), by HX labeling in a kinetic mode (Fig. 2), and by other
apl)roaches.
solated helices (73, 74), 3 hairpins (75), and fl loops (48)
ref )resent intrinsically cooperative structures in which the partia ly formed units are at higher free energy than the fully formed
or the fully unfolded end states. When incorporated into globular proteins, these secondary structural elements are greatly
sta bilized by tertiary interactions but, not surprisingly, they
ret ain their intrinsically cooperative identity and continue to act
as concerted unfolding and refolding units (foldons), either
inc ividually or in larger sets. The results just reviewed indicate
the t these units serve as the fundamental building blocks of
preitein molecules. In lattice model terminology, proteins might
be viewed in terms of a small number of connected beads
ref )resenting cooperative folding-unfolding units rather than
hu ndreds of beads representing independent amino acids.
WeiyAre IntermediatesSo Elusive?
Na ture seems to conspire to hide folding intermediates. Many
pr()teins fold in a kinetically two-state manner (76) so that
int ermediates do not populate and are not seen. In equilibrium
ex])eriments, most proteins when subjected to denaturing condit ions melt in a two-state manner. Under mildly destabilizing
co:iditions some proteins produce molten globule forms but
mc st do not, raising the possibility that they are artifacts of the
co iditions used. Under native conditions, a number of proteins
fai to show intermediates in native-state HX experiments.
Th eoretical studies generally suggest that discrete intermediates
exi st only as off-pathway nonnative obstructive forms.
Fhatintermediates are not observed in given experiments has
oft en been phrased as "intermediates do not exist." Fortunately,
as we have seen, partially unfolded forms under favorable
co]iditions can be detected and studied by HX methods as
transiently blocked species in kinetic folding (Fig. 1A Bottom;
Fit . 2 A and B), as molten globules under moderately destabilizing conditions (Fig. 2C; dashed line in Fig. 3C), and in the
high-free-energy landscape under native conditions (Fig. 3).
Th ese same results also show why submolecular folding behavior
ha:; been so elusive.
Asillustrated in Fig. 3C, partially unfolded forms exist only at
higher free energy than the native state under native conditions,
an I they tend to be at higher free energy than the unfolded state
in the measurable melting transition zone. Thus under equilibrium conditions intermediates are minimally populated throughou and tend to escape detection. Fig. 3C also suggests the
dif ficult criteria for populating molten globule forms (dashed
lin e). To produce a partially unfolded form at equilibrium, it is
ne :essary to destabilize one or more of the unfolding units
sel ectively, for example by the protonation at low pH of some
for tuitously placed ionizable group. The nonselective destabilizal ion of all of the partially unfolded forms together, as by a
PNAS | January 2, 2001
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solvent denaturant, is unlikely to generate a PUF or molten
globule.
Fig. 3C also suggests why the native-state HX experiment
often fails. Intermediates under native conditions tend to occur
at high free energy levels (for reasons that are not known). The
lowest-lying PUF is found at 6 kcal/mol above the native state
in Cyt c and at 7.5 kcal/mol in RNase H. Thus proteins that have
only 8 kcal/mol of stability or less, which is the common
condition for known two-state proteins, are unlikely to reveal
their intermediate forms by native-state HX. Only global and
local fluctuational HX pathways will be seen. Other factors that
limit the native-state HX experiment have been listed (49).
The same considerations suggest why theoretical studies most
often fail to exhibit discrete folding intermediates. Intermediates
are produced by the folding or unfolding of the separable
cooperative elements that form naturally occurring proteins.
The models usually used in theoretical studies, necessarily
simplified to make them tractable for available computer capabilities, generally include only a single cooperative unit (e.g.,
Fig. 1B).

Finally, it appears that intermediates tend to escape detection
in kinetic experiments because they often occur after the ratelimiting step. This issue is considered in a later section.
On or Off Pathway
The results noted above help to delineate the thermodynamic
landscape but they do not directly define a kinetic foldingunfolding pathway. Do the PUFs observed by equilibrium methods and as trapped forms by kinetic methods in fact serve as
constructive intermediates in folding pathways (Fig. 1A), or are
the discrete intermediates mere curiosities in the reaction landscape, or perhaps even off-pathway trapped forms that block
folding and must be completely unfolded to try again (Fig. 1B)?
Evidence for the on-pathway nature of individual partially
folded forms has been found for a number of proteins. Laurents
et al. (77) extended the length of the HX labeling pulse to show
that the native-like structure present in an RNase A intermediate does not unfold on its way to N. Bai obtained the same
conclusion for kinetic intermediates of Cyt c (78) and hen
lysozyme (79) by showing that they reach N faster than they can
unfold to U. Various experiments support the on-pathway nature
of kinetic intermediates in other proteins [apomyoglobin (80,
81), interleukin-1P (82), pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (83), dihydrofolate reductase (84), fatty acid-binding protein (71)]. The
same partially folded intermediates found in equilibrium molten
globule or native-state HX experiments have also been found in
kinetic HX pulse-labeling experiments for Cyt c (36, 48), apomyoglobin (65, 66), and RNase H (51, 68), adding weight to the
conclusion that these forms are intrinsic to the protein and serve
in kinetic folding.
A more general observation can be made. If kinetic intermediates accumulate because they accidentally fall into some
off-pathway energy well (Fig. 1B), then one might expect only
small fractions of a refolding population to be involved in any
trapped form. However, kinetic folding experiments often show
that most or even all of the protein population moves transiently
through some given intermediate form, consistent with compulsory intermediates in a defined pathway. In some cases, this
behavior is obvious at the beginning of the pathway (Cyt c,
apomyoglobin, RNase H) and not just at the bottom of the funnel
where diversity converges to a few alternatives.

An EntirePathway
The native-state HX experiment demonstrates protein segments
that unfold and refold cooperatively (foldons). Does each foldon
unfold and refold sequentially together with others in a pathway
manner or are they independent? For example, in the PUF with
the green unit of Cyt c unfolded, it is clear that the higher lying
108 | www.pnas.org

bl meunit is still folded, but one cannot distinguish whether the
lo ver lying red and yellow foldons unfold together with the green
unit because the probe NHs that define them have already
ex changed (see Fig. 3). To address the pathway issue, Xu et al.
(8 5) used the native-state HX experiment in a "stability labelinj;" mode, as follows.
Binding studies show that the Met-80-S to heme iron ligation
in Cyt c is stabilized by an additional 3.2 kcal/mol when the
ox idized heme iron is reduced (85). Met-80 is in the red loop
(F ig. 3D). When oxidized Cyt c is reduced, HX of the structurally
pr otected red loop hydrogens is slowed by an additional 200-fold,
in licating that the unfolding that exposes them is suppressed by
th : same 3.2 kcal/mol (85). Evidently the red loop unfolds as an
in lependent unit and must break the S to Fe ligation (as in
R YGB <->rYGB; uppercase refers to the color-coded segments
in Fig. 3 and lowercase to the same segments unfolded).
[f the other unfolding reactions seen by native-state HX are
in lependent, they should be unaffected by the change in stability
of the red loop. However, HX results show that
unfolding of the
e low
loop is also suppressed, again by just the same 3.2
ke al/mol,
showing that the yellow unfolding represents both the
i and yellow segments open together (ryGB). The green
un folding, which includes the 60s helix and the green loop, is
sir lilarly suppressed (3.3 kcal/mol), showing that in the measu red green-open state the red, yellow, and green segments are
?P en together (rygB). The blue unfolding, known to represent
t final global unfolding to U (rygb) (48, 86, 87), is suppressed
by 3.2 kcal plus an additional 2-kcal increment, caused apparen tly by neutralization of the destabilizing buried charge when
C) t c is reduced (88).
Independently, the increasing m values of the partially unfo]ded forms (slopes in Fig. 3C), which relate to the surface
ne wly exposed in each unfolding reaction, are quantitatively
co nsistent with the same identifications (48).
Fhe Cyt c intermediates identified in this way (rYGB, ryGB,
ry;,B) are separated from each other by one cooperative unit,
an d they represent just the intermediate forms necessary to
co nstruct the sequential unfolding pathway in Eq. 1.
RYGB(N) <->rYGB -> ryGB <->rygB -> rygb(U)

[1]

If :his is so, then the same series in reverse order must form the
jor refolding sequence. This conclusion follows because the
tive-state HX experiment is done under equilibrium conditn ns where each unfolding reaction must be matched by an equal
tc
d
as suggested by the reaction
an opposite refolding reaction,
ar 'ows.
These considerations, for Cyt c and other proteins, support the
co nclusion that partially folded native-like structures serve as
di crete on-pathway intermediates in distinct kinetic folding
pa thways.
Pa thwayConstructionby SequentialStabilization
H iw is it possible for a one-dimensional amino acid sequence to
gu ide three-dimensional structure formation through a number
of partially folded intermediates in some predetermined temPo ral order? A surprising insight comes from comparing the
sul;gested pathway for Cyt c with the contacts that connect its
se(:ondary structural elements (Figs. 3D and 4).
Fhe N and C helices of Cyt c form the first stable structure in
fol ding and are the last to unfold (36, 48, 86). In the folding
pri)tein the initial N/C helix intermediate is more stable than U
by about 3 kcal/mol (Fig. 3C). In the native protein these two
he lices are in extensive mutually stabilizing contact, as shown by
thi : map of native N-to-C contacts in Fig. 4 (Top). This organiza ion suggests that stabilization of the first intermediate in the
ini tial folding step depends on the native-like context.
Rumbley et al.
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Fig.4. Native contact diagramfor the blue, green, yellow, and red folding
units in equine Cytc. Connected residues have atom-atom contacts within 4
A in the native structure (125) without distinction between polar or apolar
character.Extensivecontacts connect the two blue segments (Top),the blue
segments with the rest of the protein (Middle),and the green segments with
the rest of the protein (excluding blue) (Bottom). Folding by sequential
stabilization in the native context would explain the concerted initialformation of the N- and C-terminalhelices, the subsequent apparentlyconcerted
formation of both green elements, and the laterfolding of the yellow and red
elements.

Native-state HX results suggest that the second unit to form,
the green unit, consists of the 60s helix and an fl loop on the
other side of the protein (Fig. 3). Why should the green elements
form next? Why do the two separate green elements, which have
almost no contact with each other in the native protein, appear
to form concertedly? The native contact map provides an
answer.
If folding occurs in a native context, the initial formation of the
N/C helix intermediate will naturally prepare a docking surface,
with a native-like patterning of interactions, that can guide and
stabilize formation of both the 60s helix and the green loop (Fig.
4 Middle). The green segments by themselves in solution have no
stability, yet the intermediate with the blue-plus-green units
formed (ryGB) is more stable than U by 5 kcal/mol (Fig. 3C).
This difference in stability can be explained by the extensive
native-like interactions that bind both green segments to the blue
unit. The native contact map further indicates that the yellow
and red elements receive no support from the initially formed
blue unit but do require both green elements to be formed (Fig.
4 Bottom). Thus the two green elements are coupled only
indirectly by the fact that, within the native context, both must
follow formation of the blue unit and both must precede
formation of the yellow and red loops.
In this sequence the heme group undoubtedly plays a role.
Indeed, because of its covalently bound heme Cyt c might be
considered a questionable model for protein folding behavior.
Several points can be noted here. The heme is present during
both in vivo and in vitro Cyt c folding. It supports a small loop
structure (residues 14-18) that may stabilize the early formation
of the N-terminal helix, but other proteins also show indications
of residual native-like structure in the U state, possibly designed
to aid in folding (89). The single five-residue loop held by the Cyt
c heme compares not unfavorably with other folding models
(three major disulfide loops in bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor, four in RNase A, hen lysozyme, and a-lactalbumin). Three
methyl groups on the inner edge of the Cyt c heme participate
in some core contacts, as do side-chain methyls in other proteins,
but the large heme surface does not provide a hydrophobic
organizing center (unlike the globins), because most heme
interactions in native Cyt c are polar. Most pertinently, Cyt c
possesses all of the natural attributes of other proteins (primary
structural stereochemistry, cooperative secondary elements,
specific tertiary interactions and topology, exact potential functions, solvent interaction), and these characteristics appear to
dominate its folding behavior, as for other proteins, despite their
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stfolding modifications. This can be compared with simplified
mc,dels widely used in theoretical studies, which often have none
these unique protein characteristics.
[n summary, the native Cyt c structure provides a simple but
npelling rationale for its experimentally inferred folding
se( luence. It appears that the folding pathway can naturally
co
istruct itself through a process of sequential stabilization in
which, at each step, earlier formed native-like structure provides
emplate that guides and stabilizes the next native-like unit in
tu n through native-like tertiary interactions. It is difficult to
thi nk why other proteins would behave very differently.
rhese results support and make more specific the concept of
hi( rarchic condensation, drawn originally from the observation
th; it protein structures consist of distinguishable units that
int eract but do not intertwine, suggesting a process in which
uctural modules, each laid down in a distinct step, pyramid
up ward toward the native state (89-94). However, these results
art Xsilent on the more recently entrained issue of pre-organized
str ucture in the U state (89).
PIlisticity
Va rious observations indicate that the ordering of pathway
int ermediates is likely to be malleable, depending on protein
str ucture and the relative stability of the folding units. The Cyt
c contact map suggests that the red loop may be able to form
be fore or after the yellow loop (Fig. 4). Contact maps for other
pr )teins studied by native-state HX also suggest that given units
mf y form in alternative orders (53, 58, 95). A forked pathway is
su ;gested by native-state HX results for
apo Cyt b-562 (52, 58),
co nsistent with its structure. In the A repressor, mutational
stabilization of helix 3 appears to add it to the initial transitionstate structure (96). In apomyoglobin, destabilization of helix H
ap pears to remove it from the early AGH intermediate (97),
w ereas stabilization of helix E adds it in (98). Apparently for
siniilar stability reasons, the GH helix pair is found together with
eit her helix A (+B) or helix E in early populated kinetic
inl ermediates of the homologous apomyoglobin and leghemogl( )bin proteins (99). A similar mixing of alternative elements is
sei :n among three RNase H homologs (56). In the same way, the
de tailed identities of secondary elements that act as folding units
in an intermediate are likely to be similarly malleable rather than
wholly identical to their native counterparts because they depend
on the existing tertiary context, which is not fully in place during
fol ding.
Fhese considerations suggest that the precise folding trajecto]-y, although rather strictly predetermined, will be somewhat
fie xible, depending on the participating secondary structural
elc ments, their relative stability, and detailed interactions within
the developing tertiary context. The unifying principle seems to
be that the use of a limited number of cooperative native-like
elc ments, shaped by the propensities and patterning (100) of the
pr mary amino acid sequence and cues embedded therein,
pri)foundly limits unfolding and refolding to a small number of
alternative pathway sequences in which each step is guided by
pr ,viously formed native-like structure.
The Kinetic Barriers:Misfolding and ErrorRepair in Cyt c
Ki netic folding studies raise some challenges to the conclusions
re;iched here. Small proteins tend to fold in an apparently
tw o-state (monoexponential) manner without the accumulation
of intermediates (76). This manner of folding is often interpreted
to mean that intermediates do not exist. Larger proteins tend to
fol d in a slower multistate (multiexponential) way in which
inl ermediate forms accumulate transiently before the native
st<te is reached. It is often conceived that these intermediates
ar , off-pathway nonnative forms that act to slow rather than to
pr )mote folding.
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Particularly relevant evidence comes from studies of Cyt c,
which can be induced to fold in either a two-state or a multistate
manner, even under the very same folding conditions. Other
proteins can do the same. It is commonly conceived that two- and
three-state folders are fundamentally different; this difference is
often phrased in terms of the roughness of their folding landscapes. Clearly not.
When equine Cyt c is unfolded at low pH and then mixed into
folding conditions at pH 5 or below, it folds largely in a two-state
manner. When it is unfolded at higher pH and then mixed into
the very same pH 5 folding conditions as before, most of the
population reaches N much more slowly, in a multistate manner,
with the transient accumulation of the N/C helix intermediate
(101, 102). The reason is that, in the unfolded protein, the
Met-80-S deligates from the heme-Fe and can be replaced by a
peripheral histidine in its neutral (high pH) form. This forces the
segment that carries the histidine, the green loop in Fig. 3, to the
"wrong side" of the heme. When folding is initiated, the chain
collapses and traps the green loop out of place. Initial N/C helix
formation can proceed unhindered, but the next step requires the
green loop to fold. Therefore, forward folding halts until the
heme-bound histidine and its entrained segment are freed and
folding can resume.
In the presence of heme misligation, the reaction sequence for
Cyt c in Eq. 1 can be rewritten as in Eq. 2, which formalizes the
upper and lower diagrams in Fig. 1A taken together:
rygb(U) -> rygB <->ryGB <->rYGB -- RYGB(N)
it
IT
rygxb(Ux) < rygXB

[2]

In misligated Cyt c, a misfolding error blocks the folding of the
green segment (gX).The error can already be present in U (UX)
or can develop as folding proceeds. The blue (N/C) intermediate
forms normally, from Ux as from U (see below). When gx is
present, further folding halts until a time-consuming thermal
search succeeds in correcting the error, freeing the green loop
and returning the molecule to the fast track, either directly or
round about by way of U. The time-consuming error repair
process might be viewed as an optionally inserted "misfoldreorganization" barrier (Fig. 1A Bottom; Eq. 2).
Misfolding and ErrorRepair in Other Proteins
Two-state to three-state switching and the inserted error repair
behavior that this switching implies are not peculiar to Cyt c.
Many proteins can be switched from two-state to multistate
folding simply by allowing a proline misisomerization to develop
in the initially unfolded protein before the refolding experiment
is initiated (103). In known cases, the intermediates that then
become kinetically populated are in part strikingly native like but
they have evidently been corrupted by some misfolding error.
For example, a T1 ribonuclease intermediate trapped by proline
misisomerization was shown by NMR to be impressively nativelike in part (104). In bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor, a
near-native intermediate accumulates when folding is slowed by
the premature burial of two cysteines before they can be oxidized
to the native disulfide bond by reaction with external glutathione
(83). For Cyt c, folding past the misligation error is accelerated
by mild denaturant, indicating that error repair involves some
partial unfolding of the native-like intermediate (101), but the
native-like structure is carried forward, here and in other
proteins (77-84).
An emphasis on the nonnative nature of observed folding
intermediates has confused discussions of their role. Intermediates that are blocked and accumulate in folding are nonnative
only in part because of some added misfolding error. Error repair
can slow the rate of final native-state acquisition. Slow folding
and intermediate accumulation then occur together, not because
110 | www.pnas.org

in ermediate accumulation causes slow folding but because both
arl? caused by the insertion of a kinetic barrier, a misfoldingde pendent error correction process. Only the misfolding error is
op tional, nonnative, and obstructive, and must be removed. The
na tive-like part of the intermediate is retained and carried
fo:rward.
The very same circumstances explain the often observed
he terogeneity of folding. One can expect that different molecu les will by chance encounter different error-dependent barrier ;, or none at all, and thus will appear to populate different
inl ermediates and fold at different rates. This variety is precisely
wl at is observed. In such cases, one often observes some fraction
of the protein population that folds all the way to N in a fast
tw o-state manner. This manner of folding clearly shows that the
lal e barrier that slows native-state acquisition in three-state
fo:ding does not represent an obligatory on-pathway folding step.
Tl e usual interpretation of heterogeneous folding behavior in
te] ims of nonobligatory nonnative intermediates, or in terms of
in lependent parallel pathways, must be reconsidered.
[n summary, it appears that slow folding, intermediate accumiilation, and folding heterogeneity are all caused by the chance
inn,ertion of a time-consuming error-repair process, which may be
vic wed in terms of a misfold-reorganization barrier (Fig. 1A, Eq.
2) The concept that slow folding is limited by a partial backunfolding to release random misfolding errors fits well with
cu rrent views of the forceful unfolding function of the GroEL
ch aperonin (105).
Tvro-State Folding: The Initial Kinetic Barrier
W hen an optional error-dependent blockage is not encountered,
folding can appear to be a two-state process without the accumiilation of intermediates. Does this finding mean that interml:diates do not exist? An alternative is that intermediates are
pr :sent but escape detection because the rate-limiting step
oc curs as the first step in folding, before any intermediates are
fo rmed, as in Fig. 1A Top. In fact, Cyt c demonstrates just this
ret;ult. The ability to cause Cyt c to fold in either a two- or
th:ree-state manner allowed Sosnick et al. (62, 106, 107) to
ch aracterize the transition state in two-state folding in some
de tail. The picture that emerges indicates that the very first step
in folding leads the protein into its sequential stabilization
selluence, as follows.
The rate-limiting barrier in two-state Cyt c folding has the
sa ne thermodynamic (AG*, AH, ASt) and structural (large m
va lue) parameters as the initial barrier in three-state folding
(ci)mpare Fig. 1A Upper vs. Lower). Evidently, they both repre:;ent the very same process. In three-state folding, this barrier
oc curs before (or during) the formation of the initial N/C helix
in!ermediate and well before the folding of the rest of the
pr otein. Therefore, the equivalent barrier in two-state folding
mlist also occur before (or during) formation of the initial N/C
inlermediate and so must also represent the initial folding step.
W hen later barriers are smaller, the initial barrier becomes rate
linliting and folding appears to be a two-state process (Fig. 1A
U, per). Subsequent kinetic intermediates then escape detection,
nc t because they do not exist but because they do not accumulate
to a visible level.
The rate-limiting step in two-state folding is accompanied by
a i nassive chain collapse, shown by the strong dependence of the
fo ding rate on denaturant concentration (high m value). Equally
lai ge surface occlusion is seen even in very small proteins. The
kiiletic transition that leads to the native state is thought to
in ,olve a nucleation process (6, 62, 106-110). Nucleation is often
su ggested to occur late in folding for two reasons: (i) A large
fr;Lctionof the surface that is buried in the native state becomes
buried in the initial rate-limiting step (m*/m? is 0.5 or more).
W hen one takes the degree of surface burial as the reaction
co ordinate, the rate-limiting step therefore appears to be late in
Rumbley et al.

folding. In fact it is early, before any intermediates are formed.
(ii) In three-state folding, the rate-limiting event occurs after the
observable intermediate, which is often well advanced. This too
is misleading. It appears that large late barriers are not intrinsic
to the folding process but are caused by error repair. These are
not nucleation events.
The rate-limiting step in the two-state folding of Cyt c and
other small proteins most often requires a time scale of milliseconds, orders of magnitude longer than the time required for
simple pairwise residue encounters (111, 112). This time scale
implies that the free-energy-uphill process before successful
nucleation involves a lengthy conformational search to find
some relatively special combination of interacting residues. The
sequence-dispersed interactions that come together must provide sufficient drive to condense the chain in competition with
unfavorable loop closure entropy. Nevertheless, the overall
entropic search process represents an energetically uphill barrier
crossing rather than a simple downhill collapse, and the uphill
kinetic barrier is the same one that separates the equilibrium U
and N states. This conclusion is supported by the fact that, for
many proteins in two-state kinetic folding, the folding and
unfolding AG*values sum to equal the equilibrium AG?, and the
same is true for mt and m?.
Given these results, Sosnick et al. (62, 106, 107) proposed that
the successful interaction set reached in the initial rate-limiting
search nucleation step is one that manages to pin the chain into
a native-like topology and thus establishes some initial nativelike structural context (see the molecular diagrams in Fig. 1A).
The successful topology is "recognized" by the fact that it
discontinuously supports forward (native-like) folding in an
energetically downhill manner. Therefore it naturally defines the
operative folding transition state. The idea that the ratedetermining transition state sets up some native topology (113116) and that the time-consuming search for it limits the folding
rate (117, 118) has recently gained considerable support.
Sosnick et al. (62, 106, 107) focused their studies on the folding
limb of the folding-unfolding chevron at moderate denaturant
concentration where interactions are weakened. The character
of the rate-limiting process could then be studied in isolation
because chain collapse is postponed until a concerted set of
native-like interactions is found that can together overcome loop
closure entropy and condense the chain. At lower denaturant,
interactions are stronger and smaller more random sets of local
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se quence interactions that are found rapidly are able to condense
th chain in a more random way. This kind of off-pathway
so [vent-dependent chain collapse produces fast "burst-phase"
sti uctural and spectroscopic signals that are easily mistaken for
sp ecific intermediate formation (107, 119-121). The burst phase
cc Ilapse also obscures the important on-pathway searchnucleation process, which must then proceed unseen within the
co ndensed milieu.
In summary, kinetic folding can appear to be two-state, even
wl len discrete intermediates are present because the ratelir liting process is the first step in the pathway. The initial barrier
re presents an uphill whole-molecule search for a state that can,
by creating a native-like context, support forward downhill
fo ding. This behavior automatically defines the transition state,
and it extends to the very first step in the pathway the sequential
st. ibilization strategy discussed here, in which earlier formed
native-like structure guides and stabilizes processive native
Stiucture formation.
C nclusions
H )w does the amino acid sequence code for kinetic folding?
M ost simply stated, it appears to do so according to the same
de sign principles that code for the native state. The structurebased information reviewed here consistently affirms that the
fo .ding process is dominated by native-like structure and interac tions throughout. The supporting native-like structural context
ls .aid down at the very first on-pathway step. Native-like tertiary
n :eractions promote the progressive association of cooperative
se condary structural units to form discrete folding intermediat :s. These factors determine a limited set of possible folding
The effective kinetic barriers represent an initial
pathways. conformational search for a native-like
la:
?ge-scale
topology that
l
d :imately limits the folding rate, subsequent smaller searchpendent barriers for putting sequential intermediates into
ice, and, when necessary, an additionally inserted thermal
arch to reverse nonnative misfolding errors.
These same principles appear to explain the folding behavior
f many proteins.
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